
 

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

   

____________________________________________________________________ 

Psychology HW pg. 313-325 

Stimulus: something that produces a reaction, or response 

Pavlov's Dog 
Pavlov knew that dogs normally salivate (mouth watering) if meat powder is placed on their tongue. In other 
words, meat is a stimulus for salivation. Pavlov then decided to see if he could dogs salivate in response to a 
different stimuli that they normally care nothing about.  

Pavlov hooks the dogs up into elaborate harnesses that hold them still and measure their salivation. Every time 
Pavlov gives the dog meat, he rings a bell. He does this pairing several times. After several pairings, Pavlov 
rings the bell but does not give the dog any meat. However, the dog begins to salivate anyway, and continues to 
salivate anytime the bell is rung.  

US. UR. CR. and CS Letters of Learning 
Unconditioned = not learned. 

Unconditioned Stimulus (US/UCS): a stimulus that causes a response that is automatic, NOT learned (sight of 
food, meat powder on tongue)  

Unconditioned Response (UR/UCR): the automatic response caused by the stimulus. In this case, salivating to 
the meat. Dogs don't LEARN to salivate over meat, they do it automatically because of their biology (salivation 
due to meat).  

Conditioned Stimulus (CS): A stimulus that was previously neutral or meaningless. In Pavlov's research, this 
was the bell. After pairing the ringing of the bell caused the dog to salivate (conditioned response).  

Conditioned Response (CR): A learned response to a previously neutral stimulus. In this case, the salivation of 
the dog. 

Another example- your dog or cat 
Sometimes the sound of the can opener (CS) means that food (US) will soon appear in the dish, causing your 
pet to run to bowl (CR) 

Let's look at the case of Little Albert.  Remember they took Albert and placed him in a room with a stuffed 
animal.  Then they made a loud noise every time he went to touch the stuffed animal.  Eventually he became 
scared of everything white and fluffy. 
US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

Acquisition: The initial learning in classical conditioning. The pairing of the neutral stimulus with the unlearned 
stimlulus.   

What would happen if Pavlov kept ringing the bell, but no longer presented any meat?  

Extinction: when a conditioned stimulus (bell) is no longer followed by an unconditioned stimulus 
(meat/salivation), the response (salivation) will die out. 

In class experiment. 
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____________________________________________________________________ 

When Mrs. Mackson runs the experiment fill in the following.  
US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

What happened when she stopped the conditioned stimulus? _____________ 

Taste Aversion: a learned avoidance to a particular food. Sometimes people become ill after eating a certain 
food and learn to avoid it. This may happen when you are young, and you may not even remember why you do 
not like the food. Food aversions can occur after only 1 pairing.  Because there is usually such a gap between 
food and sickness and other stimuli – biological constraints on conditioning? 

Garcia – Studied the idea that taste aversion may be different than other forms of classical conditioning 
Conclusion: After pairing food with different stimuli (nausea, shock, loud tone, etc – only nausea produced 
results – must be evolutionary   

Examples of taste aversion - Getting sick on alcohol? Others  

Spontaneous Recovery: An extinguished behavior is not gone forever.  After extinction and a short period of no 
stimulation a CR can suddenly come back.  
However, it will come back weaker.  
Examples? Old girlfriend/boyfriend? Song on the radio? 

Generalization: is the act of responding in the same ways to stimuli that seem to be similar even if the stimuli 
are not identical. For example, Pavlov's dog would salivate to other bells that were not exactly the same tone as 
the one it was conditioned to. However, the dog salivated more when the bell was closer to the tone it was used 
to. (Little Albert – everything white and fluffy not just the white rat) 
Other Examples? 

Discrimination: responding differently to stimuli that are not the same. (ex. – Mrs. Mackson and spaghetti) 

Both generalization and discrimination help people adapt to their environment.  
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Practice 
1. Every time you take a shower, someone in the houses flushes the toilet causing the water to turn cold and you 
become cold.  Now every time you hear a toilet flush, you get cold.  

US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

2. People receiving chemotherapy often vomit during or shortly after the procedure.  After several chemo 
sessions, people begin to feel sick at the sight of the treatment room.  

US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

3. Susan is a good swimmer but has a lot of pain associated with practice.  Whenever she leaves practice she has 
to take some aspirin because the pain is so bad.  Soon when ever she smells chlorine she has aches and pains.  

US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

4. When Mrs. Mackson was a little girl her mom didn’t want her to wake up in the middle of the night to go to 
the bathroom because she would wake everyone else up.  So every time Mrs. Mackson would brush her teeth 
they would make her go to the bathroom.  To this day if Mrs. Mackson brushes her teeth she has to go to the 
bathroom. 

US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

5. When Mrs. Mackson was looking for a job she had one interview suit.  Interviewing for a job is a stressful 
thing. After a while every time she would put on the blouse that went with her suit she would start to sweat.  
She eventually had to give the blouse away.  

US____________________________ UR__________________________ 
CS____________________________ CR__________________________ 

Operant Conditioning HW 327-339 

Classical conditioning, we learn to associate one stimulus with another (bell with meat).  

Operant Conditioning: humans or animals learn to do something because of the consequences (positive or 
negative). 

Classic ex. of operant conditioning - teaching a new to do tricks.  

B. F. Skinner 
Was conducting experiments to study Edward Thorndike’s theory called the law of effect. (Rewarded behavior 
is likely to reoccur.) To do this he was training pigeons to do unpigeon like behaviors. (walking figure 8s, 
playing ping-pong, and keeping a missile on course by pecking at a target on a computer screen.)  He is well 
known for creating what will be known as a skinner box.  (A box with levers/bars that animals use to either get 
rewarded with things like food or water, or punished through things like shocks) 

Reinforcement: the process in which a stimulus increases the chances that the behavior will happen again.  
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Primary reinforcers: things that the organism needs (and knows it needs) in order to survive. Food, water, 
warmth, etc.  

Secondary/conditioned reinforcers: things that are important to the organism because they lead to getting  the 
things it needs. Money, attention, social approval, etc.  
(good grades--->get in a good college-->get a good job-->money->things you need)  

Positive Reinforcers: increase the frequency of a desired behavior. (Food, money, extra credit, etc.)  

These reinforcers may be more effective at certain times. For example- food may be an effective reinforcer IF 
the organism is hungry. If it just ate, food would not be a very effective positive reinforcer.  

Negative Reinforcers: a painful or unpleasant stimulus is removed or not applied IF the desired behavior is 
performed. (you brush your teeth in order to not get a cavity OR you gag and whine about having to eat liver, 
therefore your mom takes it away. You will most likely continue that behavior if given the same circumstances)  

Punishment: causes an unwanted behavior to decrease 

Positive Punishment: Decreases behavior by administering something (You spank a child for coloring on the 
wall) 

Negative Punishment: Decreases behavior by removing something (You take away your driver’s license for 
getting too many tickets)  

Problems with Punishment 
-Punishment does not teach an alternate behavior (reinforcement tells you what to do/punishment only 

tells you want NOT to do) 
-Punishment only works when it is consistent 
-Severe punishment tends to make the organism flee the situation instead of trying to change their 

behavior 
-Punishment may be confusing (organism may not know why they are getting it)  
-Punishment may be copied by children when dealing with other children  
-Children may act up in order to get punished, since that is the only attention they get  

Practice 
(PR – pos. reinforcement, NR – neg. reinforcement, PP – pos. punishment, NP – neg. punishment) 

_____ 1. The police stop drivers and give awards for safe driving. 

_____ 2. The coach removes a player from the game who commits a flagrant foul. 

_____ 3. A baseball player glares at a teammate who makes an error. 

_____ 4. A mother gives candy to the crying child in the grocery store. 

_____ 5. A hospital patient is given extra visitation time after eating a full meal. 

_____ 6. Grounding a teenager until his or her homework is done. 

_____ 7. A defendant is harassed until he confesses. 

_____ 8. A child is given $5.00 for getting good grades. 

_____ 9. A mother smiles when her child says, “Mama”. 

_____ 10. A child is put in “time out” for misbehaving. 
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_____ 11. Employee of the month gets reserved parking. 

_____ 12. You continue to talk, and the teacher moves your seat.

 Schedules of Reinforcement (how and when the reinforcement occurs) 
Continuous Reinforcement: reinforcement (positive, negative, or punishment) occurs every time the behavior 
occurs. 

-Effective in learning new behaviors 
-Problem: behavior ONLY occurs when reinforcement is there  

(Examples________________________________________________________________________________)  

Partial Reinforcement: reinforcement occurs some of the time.  
-Behavior continues the longest when this is used 

(Examples________________________________________________________________________________)  

Interval Schedules (how long do I have to wait) 
A certain amount of time must elapse between reinforcements.   
Fixed Interval Schedule: Set amount of time in between reinforcements  

-Behavior only increases near the time reinforcement is set to occur  
(Example________________________________________________________________________________)  

Variable Interval Schedule: Amount of time in between is random 
-Behavior is more constant  

(Example________________________________________________________________________________)  

Ratio Schedules (How many times do I have to do it before I get something?") 
Fixed Ratio schedule: Certain number of responses must occur before reinforcement comes. (A rat pushes a 
level 5 times before a food pellet comes out= 5:1 ratio)  
(Example________________________________________________________________________________)  

Variable Ratio schedule: A random number of responses must occur before reinforcement (rat pushes the 
level, but does not know how long until food comes out)  

-Leads to increased and more constant behavior  
(Example________________________________________________________________________________)  
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Practice 

_____ 1. Each day after completing 1 hour of the treadmill, Susan allows herself a break to relax and sit down 
_____ 2. A dog begs for food as the family sits down to dinner table, sometimes he gets a scrap 
_____ 3. Peter e-mails his girlfriend multiple times per night; occasionally she will e-mail him back.  
_____ 4. Aki buys a ticket for the state lotto thinking the next time she might win 
_____ 5. If he has worked hard all year, each December Darren gets his annual bonus at work.  
_____ 6. Every Friday Martha goes to the movies with her friends 
_____ 7. After Fiona cleans the bathroom three times her mother gives her an allowance of $20.  

Shaping: Teaching a complex behavior by reinforcing steps along the way  
(Example______________________________________________________________________________)  

Observational Learning HW pg 341-347 

Cognitive Role in learning 
Tolman – a study on food deprived rats  

• Group A – food at end of maze every time – performance improved over 17 days 
• Group B – no food at end – modest performance increase over 17 days  
• Group C – no food first 10 days, food day 11 – sharp improvement in following days (in fact a little 

better than group A) 
Conclusions – Rats in group C were learning all along but didn’t show it.  Two big things from this study 

1. Latent Learning: Learning is hidden until it is used.   
2. Cognitive Map: A mental representation of the spatial layout  

Rescorla – Predictive power of US/CS.   
• Group A – 20 parings of shock with tone (100%) 
• Group B – 20 pairings of shock with tone PLUS 20 tones no shock (50%) 

Conclusions – Group A has a much higher conditioned fear due to predictive power  

Seligman – Study on phobias  
People are more likely to develop phobias of things such as spiders, snakes, heights, and darkness compared to 
things such as hammers, knives, hot stoves, and electrical outlets EVEN after pairing with painful stimuli.   
Conclusions – all the things we are more likely to develop phobias too were genuine threats to our ancestors.  

Observational learning: We acquire skills and knowledge from watching and imitating others.  
Example_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Albert Bandura and his bobo dolls. 
Bandura took two sets of kids and had them watch a video containing footage of a bobo doll. In one film an 
adult was hitting the bobo doll, in the other the bobo doll was just sitting there.  Then they brought the kids 
separately in a room filled with lots of toys and a bobo doll.  The kids who saw the bobo doll getting hit were 
more likely to hit the doll. 

Bandura identified four key processes that are crucial in observational learning 
1. Attention – selective attention would play a role here 
2. Retention – depending on time between attention and use, do you remember it? 
3. Reproduction – actually do what you see, it is one thing to watch a break dancer but can you do it? 
4. Motivation – It the response likely to pay off? 
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Although your parents may tell you that you should not hit your little brother, if you observe them hitting, you 
are more likely to hit as well.  

Studies have found that people who watch a lot of violence on TV are more likely to commit violent acts than 
those who do not. 

Repeated exposure to violence on T. V. may inhibit viewers' emotional response to real violence.  

However, those people who CHOOSE to watch violent programs are already more likely to engage in violence, 
even if they do not watch the desired program.  
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